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Pharicode is a fast-growing small business that provides high-quality 

technology solutions to our customers. We pride ourselves on the 

technical ability of our employees and their ability to solve our 

customers’ hardest problems.

► Introductions

• Stephen Light – CEO

• Lloyd Godson - Managing Partner

• Jordan Hall – Chief Revenue Officer

• Rick Sullivan – Chief Operating Officer

►Pharicode was started in 2016 to fill a gap in the market for delivering 

ServiceNow solutions to Government customers -> Public sector is our origin 

and passion

• Initial customers were U.S. Army agencies where we delivered ServiceNow solutions in 

both on-premise and cloud data centers that met the Army’s high security requirements

• Expanded into the broader Department of Defense market first and beyond that to 

Federal Civilian and other Government organizations

► Pharicode has since expanded its capabilities beyond ServiceNow 

implementations to address additional customer requirements including cloud 

solutions



Pharicode core capabilities are focused on delivering high-quality 

technology solutions, and we continue to expand these offerings to 

meet customer requirements

► Software Implementations

• Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software implementation and administration

• ServiceNow (IT Service Management and other enterprise workflows, e.g. HR, Customer Service)

• Rubrik (Modern backup and recovery with cloud integration)

• Snowflake (Cloud-based data warehousing)

• Custom software application development

►Cloud Solutions

• Cloud/data migration

• “Lift and shift” of existing workloads

• Re-architecting applications for the cloud

• Managed cloud services

• Software as a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) solutions

• ServiceNow

• End Point Management

• Virtual Desktops

• SharePoint

• Data Warehousing and Analytics

• Cybersecurity and information assurance

• Risk Management Framework (RMF) documentation and ATO support

• Cybersecurity control design and implementation



Although Pharicode offers many solutions, we specialize in ServiceNow 

implementations and have a long, successful track record deploying 

solutions across the platform

► ServiceNow Partner since Pharicode started in 2016. Founders have supported 

ServiceNow efforts since 2012.

• Member of the Public Sector partner program for delivering solutions to Government 

customers

► Large, US-based, ServiceNow talent pool

• 60+ certified employees with close to 300 combined ServiceNow certifications across the 

platform

► ITSM, HR, and CSM Product Line Specialists

► 50+ customer solutions deployed with an average CSAT score of 9.80/10



Pharicode is focused on delivering secure, high-quality technology 

solutions to Federal, State and Local Government customers. Some 

of our past and current customers are:

►U.S. Army

• PEO Aviation CIO

• PEO EIS

• HQ

• GFEBS

• EC2M/AKO

• Civilian Human Resources Agency (CHRA) 

• PEO SOLDIER

• Army Research Laboratory (ARL)

• Combat Capabilities Development 

Command (CCDC) Aviation & Missile 

Center (AvMC) – formerly AMRDEC

• Army Core of Engineers (USACE)

►U.S. Navy

• Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)

• SEA00I

• SEA004

• Navy Band CIO

• Naval Enterprise Networks (PMW 205)

• Office of Naval Research (ONR)

►U.S. Air Force

• USAF EITaaS EUS Program

• Air University

• 609th Air Operations Center (609th AOC)

► Independent DoD Agencies

• Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC)

• Department of Defense Education Activity 

(DoDEA)

• Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) 

milCloud 2.0 Program

• Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA)

►Civilian Federal Agencies

• NASA

• General Services Administration (GSA)

• USDA

• Veterans’ Affairs (VA)

► State and Local Governments

• City of Virginia Beach



COTS Implementation Case Study: 

DMDC’s ServiceNow Transformation

Customer Problem: DMDC had a large, fragmented set of legacy IT and Business Management tools 

which were costly to operate and maintain. They desired a modern, cloud-based solution that 

could provide an integrated set of capabilities that would also reduce their software license and 

administration costs in the long-term.

Pharicode Solution: Pharicode implemented the whole suite of applications on the ServiceNow 

platform, to include IT Service Management, IT Business Management, IT Operations Management, 

Human Resources, Customer Service Management and Security Operations capabilities, for DMDC 

over the course of a year. The implementation effort included helping DMDC re-think their 

business processes to be more efficient in the new solution, migrating data from different legacy 

applications, and integrating the new solution with external systems (such as Active Directory for 

CAC authentication).

Mission Impact: DMDC’s updated enterprise platform solution has created big efficiencies for their 

IT Service and Customer support organizations by reducing the IT footprint (lowering license and 

labor costs) and giving end users a modern, single solution for obtaining support and services.



CHRA’s “Lift and Shift” Migration and 

Application Modernization to the Cloud

The U.S. Army CIO issued a directive in 2016 for the consolidation and closure of many Army data 
centers to drive cost efficiencies. Based on this directive, the Army Civilian Human Resources 
Agency (CHRA) determined that they needed to migrate many existing software applications from 
data centers that were closing to a new hosting location. This effort also included migration and 
modernization of their legacy applications to the ServiceNow platform.

Customer Problem

Pharicode is working with CHRA to complete a “lift and shift” migration of existing applications to 
Microsoft’s Azure Government DoD cloud data centers. As a Tier 1 Microsoft Cloud Solution 
Provider (CSP), Pharicode migrated multiple CHRA applications to the cloud and continues to 
provide management of these systems while others are moved. Pharicode has also re-architected 
a number of CHRA’s apps on the ServiceNow platform to reduce technical debt. Pharicode has 
successfully upgraded CHRA’s ServiceNow instances from Jakarta to Madrid and developed public 
facing portals in ServiceNow such as CHRA portal, Army Benefits Center Civilian (ABC-C), 
MEDCELL, and ACTED.

Pharicode Solution

CHRA is on their way to meet the Army CIO mandates to move out of Army data centers that are 
closing and is better able to address emerging requirements using the agility and scalability that 
the cloud provides. Additionally, they will reduce long-term IT lifecycle costs by pursuing a cloud-
first approach to new applications and re-architecting legacy ones. This reduces IT administration 
and resource consumption through consolidation.

Mission Impact



Pharicode utilizes the ServiceNow Implementation Methodology (SIM), 

an Agile-based project management process, to deliver robust 

ServiceNow solutions to our customers

► The SIM encompasses the activities required to deliver a set of fully functional 

capabilities to the customer. 

• Small projects are often able to be accomplished in one iteration of the SIM (an 

increment).

• Larger projects may require multiple increments to deliver, especially when certain 

applications are pre-requisites for implementing another (e.g. CMDB and Service 

Mapping).

• Pharicode will often develop multiple workstreams per increment to deliver multiple 

configured applications within the same timeframe.

• Customer bandwidth to provide requirements and feedback and the number of development 

resources available to surge on the project are limiting factors for parallel workstreams.

► The SIM is a five-step process: 

• Initiate (1 week): Understand the customer, begin the 

preparation work, staff the delivery team, formal 

engagement kickoff.

• Prepare (2-4 weeks): Hold workshops to understand 

process and platform needs. Finalize engagement 

timeline and refine configuration requirements (stories).

• Create (6-12 weeks): Run Agile Scrum cycles to realize 

business objectives and value through rapid configuration 

and transparent reporting.

• Transition (2-4 weeks): UAT, training, customer support 

readiness, go-live, and post go-live support.

• Close (1 week): Formal engagement closure, internal 

feedback of lessons learned, and assessment of success.
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